Safety culture DIY
workshops
#2 – INTERVIEWING
DR TRISTAN CASEY

Introductions

Dr Tristan Casey
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My assumptions
• You want to know when to use qualitative techniques to
understand safety culture, and what these techniques
add over and above a survey
• You want to try or improve your approach to collecting
culturally-informative data
• You want to know how to analyse qualitative data and
generate cultural insights
• Anything else?
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Overview

In this workshop, we will answer the following five questions:

1

What are the limitations of a safety climate survey?

2

What philosophy underpins a qualitative approach?

3

What questions to ask and how to ask them?

4

How can I analyse qualitative information?

5

How can I present qualitative information?

What are the limitations of
safety climate surveys?
MINI-MODULE #1

A blunt, coarse instrument

Inconsistently associated
with safety performance
or accidents

Normative approach
influenced by dominant
beliefs at the time
Aggregates and
simplifies too heavily in
some cases

Judgmental and
prone to bias
Lacks information
regarding the ‘why’

Response bias
Acquiescence
Responding favourably or positively to
all questions, which over-inflates the
average.

Ambivalence
Neutral responding to all questions,
which can bring the overall average
down significantly.

Extreme responding
Introduces artificial variance into the
response data, which could over
emphasise certain trends/results.

Social desirability
Answering in ways that the respondent
things will please the administrator or are
otherwise more morally acceptable.

Cultural background
Differences in understanding and
interpretation of survey items and/or
response options due to language or
cultural differences.

Non-response bias
The situation where those who respond to the
survey differ significantly to those who did not

The final sample doesn’t represent the intended
or target population because people haven’t
participated
Organisational surveys typically have low
response rates (<30%) – survey fatigue is a
growing issue

Can be modelled/accounted for, but statistically
complex to do

Practical limitations
A
Can be unclear where to
target improvements

Differentiating areas or
results based on <0.5
difference in averages

D

B

C
Lose the context of the
answers

Results can be easily
dismissed or challenged

How interviews solve these challenges
1. Provide the content of perceptions

5. Freedom of expression

2. Can be used to infer beliefs
6. Deep descriptions and
understanding of the ‘why’
3. Able to detect patterns in
meaning across people or groups

4. Depends on the interviewer, but a
strong rapport can be built

7. Powerful when used in
combination with surveys

What are some of your
frustrations with surveys?

What are the underpinning
philosophies?
MINI-MODULE #2

What is safety?
There are two competing views
on safety – one is the ‘realist’
approach, the other is the
‘constructivist’ approach.

Safety as subjective:
understanding norms,
attitudes, perceptions;
working on culture;
identifying “why”

Objective

Subjective

Each have markedly different
ways of achieving safety.

Safety as objective:
measuring variables;
calculating probabilities;
defining relationships;
identifying “what” and “how”

The ‘so what’
You have probably guessed that a
balance between both perspectives is
required.
To achieve safety, we have to treat it
both as a tangible and objective
property, but also that it will have
multiple meanings and interpretations
across people.
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A culture model from Schein
Artefacts
What is the culture telling me?
Slogans, buildings, dress codes, PPE, posters, manuals, rituals

Espoused Values
Why do I see these artefacts and what does it tell us?
Statements, justifications, attitudes, aspirations, perceptions

Core Assumptions
Implicit and must be deciphered from artefacts and
espoused values

Deep assumptions

Controllability

1

Is safety something
we can achieve or is
it down to luck or
fate?

Self-Efficacy

2

Can I control safety
even under
challenging
conditions?

Causes of
Accidents

3

What models and
assumptions
underpin accident
causation models?

Human Nature

4

Are people accidentprone or risktolerant?

Results of Safe
Working

5

What happens when
safe working
practices are
followed?

In what ways is the
‘objective’ way of looking at
safety helpful? How might it
be limited?

What should I ask and how
should I ask it?
MINI-MODULE #3

My assumptions
• You know the difference between open and closed
questions, leading versus neutral questions etc.
• You know how to develop a basic rapport with an
interviewee
• You have experience conducting a focus group and/or
interviews
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Starting out with safety culture research
What are your beliefs and positions on safety
culture?

What is the main reason for the safety culture
study and its intended goals?

What resources are available?

Do you need to understand beliefs or will
perceptions, values, priorities be enough?

To ‘focus group’ or not to ‘focus group’
Focus Groups

Interviews

Broader explanation and high-level
reactions/judgments (e.g., safety climate
perceptions)

Deeper exploration of potentially sensitive issues (e.g., critical
feedback of safety management, personal stories around
incidents and reporting/lack of reporting)

Can be difficult to manage group dynamics but able
to provide consensus on a topic

Easier to manage 1:1 dynamics than group

A way to efficiently develop/customise a survey and
understand survey responses

An alternative to a survey as a way to drill down and gain deep
insights

Able to directly assess the ‘sharedness’ or group
level patterns in culture

Requires further analysis and judgment/inference to develop
an understanding of culture

Can be used in cycles to build support for a particular
cultural hypothesis – obtaining feedback from key
stakeholders

Can be used collectively to develop cultural hypotheses
regarding deeper assumptions and beliefs

What types of questions can be asked in an interview?
What’s a past event
that had a positive
effect on safety or
wellbeing?

What is the biggest
threat to your safety
and wellbeing on the
job?

Experiences
(The Present)

Story-Telling
(The Past)

Interviews

Context
(Who, What)

Aspirations
(The Future)

Who and what has
the biggest effect on
how safely you do
your job?

What does ‘ideal’
safety look like in this
organisation?

What types of questions can be asked in a focus group?
What does your
manager do or say
that tells you how
much they care about
safety?

What rating would
you give to the level
of risk in your job on
a regular day? Why?

Judgments &
Evaluations

Practical
Examples

Focus Groups

Moderators

Consistency &
Sharedness

In what situations
might safety
leadership matter
most?

What do other
people in the group
think about that? Is
that a common
experience?

Maintaining the flow of the conversation
1. Body language

3. Validate

5. Empathy

Think about the
impression you give

Acknowledge but
don’t necessarily
agree

Step into their shoes

Is it the right kind of
environment for a
sensitive discussion?

2. Environment

Reflect back what
was heard

4. Mirroring

What do you find ‘works’ for
you when conducting
interviews or focus groups?

5-minute break
REST PAUSE
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How should I analyse
interview data?
MINI-MODULE #4

A case study in scale contextualisation
Extract themes
Second pass coding

First pass coding

Extract meaningful units

Setup your sheet

1. Setup your sheet
•
•
•
•

Who said it? Deidentified
Demographics; role, level, area/region etc.
Topic (or question reference)
Time (past, present, future)

2. Extract meaningful units
• A sentence, phrase, short paragraph
• Ensure enough context is there for it to stand on its
own.
• BAD: “Unlimited resources and budget!”
• GOOD: “Safety almost invisible because it is ingrained
in the way work is done – not a separate activity. How
people go about their work eg stopping a job to
address something put them at risk…”

3. First pass coding
• Summarise the unit of meaning into something more succinct.
• Use ‘in-vivo’ codes to reflect the language and meaning of what
was originally said.
• “So you've got a patient saying oh, I really don't want to go back
to work doc, I don't think I can do it. So he says total incapacity,
not realising the damage in a policing world - and I can't speak
outside this”
• reduces to ->
• “Malingers / GPs writing total incapacitation”

3. First pass coding
•
•
•
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A side-note on memos
Important to ‘memo’ while you do this; as you read, thoughts will come up
(ideas, questions, hypotheses): observational (facts about what you see/hear),
theoretical (interpretations about why), methodological (reminders, instructions,
critical reflection on process)
Help to:
grapple with ideas about the data
to set an analytic course
to refine categories
to define the relationships among various categories, and
to gain a sense of confidence and competence in your ability to analyse data.

4. Second cycle coding
• Refine and ‘clean up’ your first cycle codes
• Group together similar codes, clarify the labels,
consider splitting some codes if needed
• Take your coding to the next level of abstraction – start
to look at categories (bundles of codes together)

5. Thematic extraction
• Collectively, what are the codes telling you? What patterns –
consistency and inconsistency are you noticing?
• Examples of themes:
Respect for hierarchies make it difficult to honestly report
problems.
Bureaucratic processes are impersonal and insufficiently people
focused.
Stigma towards injury/illness was identified as a problem in the
culture across all groups.

Qualitative analysis overall
•
•
•
•
•
•

A blend of art and science
Robustness:
Multiple analysts
Use of codebooks can be helpful
Inter-rater reliability
SENSE-MAKING!

What are your concerns or
questions about qualitative
analysis?

How should I present qualitative
data?
MINI-MODULE #5

Sentiment Analysis of Psychological Safety Responses
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Asking for help

Comfort raising issue

Controversial

Make use of skills
Negative

Mistakes

Outside team

Undermined

Positive
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Rich descriptions - negatives
“However, I know that generally speaking as a
whole in the structure, people advise things like
‘don’t put your head out, they’ll chop it off’,
so yes, blame culture is alive and well”

“You tend to swallow things based on not
creating a friction in the workplace. Being a
small depot – you theoretically can go to the
supervisor about issues, but there are little
allegiances and alliances. It’s good to have a
person inside the depot”

“I struggled with speaking up for myself and being
heard on the first 2 to 3 years. After that, there was a
change. People now, respect me and what I say. I’m
heard. But in the beginning, it was difficult, because I
came from a different industry so I was a bit shut off”
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Organisational culture viewed from a psychological safety lens
Each cultural dimension has aspects that both contribute to (green) and detract from (red) psychological safety
There is high team support to build expertise for new
team members (generally a supportive culture)
You earn respect and credibility over time in the team
(“earning your stripes”) – it can’t be fast tracked unless
you come from within or the same industry

Expertise & Credibility
If you are an ‘outsider’ or lack experience, you might not
be listened to because you are seen to lack credibility
You need to ask for help before it is offered (some teams
seem to lack proactivity)
There is some resistance to change – experienced team
members are holding onto their areas of expertise
Experts can be overlooked during consultation

Supervisors expected to support workers and be
available and approachable
Supervisors see the importance of ‘mucking in’ with the
team
Increased trust and autonomy from management seen
favourably

Mateship
Alliances and cliques – particularly in small regional
depots
Teams can compete against each other (described as
‘cannibalising’ each other)
Poor relationships between workers and superintendent
level and above (senior leaders seen as desk-bound and
disconnected from the realities of the job)

Teams attempt to learn from their mistakes at a local
level (informal learning occurs)
If it’s a safety-related issue within the team, there is little
hesitation to raise it

Fairness & Justice
Procedural injustices over past discipline, particularly at
higher levels (superintendent and above)
Resourcing and cost-cutting seen to be out of touch with
job demands
If you should have known better, you will hear about it
from your team (when it comes to a careless mistake)
Remnants of a blame culture
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Safety Compliance Behaviour
•
•
•
•

Feelings towards Procedures

Perceptions of Procedures
•
•
•
•

Complicated
Outdated
Not applicable
Not always easy to access

Leadership
Senior Management
•
Safety as a priority
•
Lack of communication
Supervision
•
Defend
•
Adapt

Violation
Surface compliance
Compliance
Voice

•
•
•
•

Confused
Frustrated
Fear of non-compliance
Resistance to change

Safety Management Practices
•
•
•
•

Bureaucratic expansion of procedures
Tight disciplinary control
Overwhelming incident investigation
Lack of consultation in change process

Worker Safety Capability
•
•

Lack of risk awareness
Lack of safety knowledge

Safety Resources
•
•
•

Lack of appropriate safety training
Inadequate provision of PPEs
Lack of utilisation of local safety
resources

Work Context
•
•
•

Task complexity
Time pressure
Job planning

Aim for an authentic, ethical, and
supportive leadership style
Leadership style accounted for 23 positive statements and 19 negative statements and was the most
influential organisational factor for psychological safety.
Enablers
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accepting of mistakes, learning focus
Calm demeanour in crisis, solution focus
Availability and open door policy
Fairness and procedural justice
Stepping in to manage conflict and resolve it
Explaining reasons why when instructing
Creating a team environment of respect/trust

Disablers
•
•
•
•
•

Erratic or unpredictable reactions to problems
Closed-minded to new ideas/ways of working
Abusive supervision
Shutting down new or different ideas
Intolerance of mistakes or problems

Area to investigate: Map consistency and frequency of psychological-safety relevant leadership behaviours
to identify patterns.
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Inspiring Stories: Leadership style
Humanising mistakes: “It’s like anywhere, depends on the type of mistake made. But
we are all human, we make mistakes here and there. I need to be aware where every
one is. You follow your daily plan.”
Owning up: “I went to see my super intendent, and told him I messed up. He asked
me to calm down, and find out the solution.”
Just chatting: “I’d like to be more available. Having a chat with people. Know them on
first name basis.”
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General principles
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is the narrative/story you are trying to tell?
Maintain confidentiality at all costs!
Use participants’ own language – it will resonate
Consider emotional impact of sensitive topics
Balance simplification with representing the richness
Don’t over quantify
Document your methodology

How might stakeholders in
your organisation react to
qualitative data?

Thank you
INFO@THECULTUREEFFECT.COM.AU
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